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The increasing incidence and mortality of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) driven by hepatitis B virus 
(HBV) infection is a global public health concern[1]. Despite World Health Organization (WHO) targets for 
the elimination of hepatitis as a public health problem by 2030, death attributable to viral hepatitis has 
continued to rise over the past decade[2], in contrast to the reduction seen in the comparable threats of 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB) and malaria.

Africa accounts for 17% of the global population[3], but a disproportionate 20%-30% of all those living with 
HBV infection reside in sub-Saharan Africa (sSA)[4]. Likewise, while HCC is the 6th commonest cancer 
worldwide, in parts of Western and Central Africa, it is the highest cause of cancer mortality in men and the 
third in women[5], primarily accounted for by HBV infection[6]. In sSA, the recorded annual death from 
HBV-associated HCC is virtually the same as the total number of HCC cases diagnosed in the population. 
This high annual fatality ratio of close to 1 results from the characteristic delayed presentation, aggressive 
clinical course, and paucity of treatment options, and highlights inadequacies in prevention, screening, and 
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treatment programs. Furthermore, HCC may occur in young adults, in the absence of underlying cirrhosis, 
and in the context of low viral loads and HBeAg-negativity and occult HBV, making targeted surveillance 
difficult. The burden of disease is complicated and enhanced by overlap with exposure to other carcinogenic 
influences, including aflatoxin, alcohol, HCV infection, and fatty liver disease[5,7].

The “Find the Missing Millions” campaign spearheaded by the World Hepatitis Alliance[8] highlights the 
need for improved diagnosis of HBV infection. Through linkage to clinical care, individuals can then be 
treated with antivirals and monitored to reduce the risk of evolution and progression of HCC. To support 
these programmes, there is a need to develop and decentralise infrastructure and human resources for HBV, 
and link activities to local and regional activities already successfully established for other infections, 
including HIV, TB and malaria[9]. There is a particularly strong rationale for the alignment of HBV with 
HIV services and infrastructure to support programmes both for HBV monoinfection and for patients with 
dual infection. Ultimately, elimination of HBV will require a substantial scale-up of diagnosis and 
treatment, with advances in treatment that deliver functional cure rather than just virologic suppression[9]. 
For this to be a realistic prospect in Africa, platforms for clinical trials need to be developed, with clinical 
cohorts that are well characterised, linked to consistent healthcare services, and established on standard-of-
care treatment.

Activities for HBV networks must also focus on interrupting HBV transmission. This includes enhanced 
coverage with three-dose vaccine coverage, with the first dose given at birth in endemic settings, alongside 
other interventions to prevent mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT), screening to prevent transfusion-
transmitted infections, and harm reduction programmes to prevent transmission in people-who-inject-
drugs.

For many populations in Africa, the epidemiology, aetiology and characteristics of liver disease are not well 
characterised. Settings across sSA are highly heterogeneous in their population characteristics, health 
challenges and priorities, resources, partnerships and infrastructure. For this reason, local investment and 
enterprise are fundamental to driving interventions that best fit the local populations, while also recognising 
the need for international collaborations that facilitate sharing of knowledge, resources, and experience. 
There remain significant gaps in our understanding of the biology and underlying mechanisms of 
pathogenesis in HBV infection, especially with the diverse (sub)genotypes prevailing in Africa. There is an 
urgent need to better understand the molecular basis of diverse outcomes, including cirrhosis, cancer and 
occult infection. To tackle HBV and HCC, interdisciplinary action is needed to build partnerships between 
clinical domains of oncology, hepatology, infectious diseases and public health, combined with social 
sciences, health economics and policy development. Approaches to surveillance and risk-stratification must 
be enhanced through the development and validation of new biomarkers, better access to imaging, and 
development of risk scores, with attention to the performance, accessibility, scalability and cost of these 
approaches in different settings.

The collection of reliable open-access cancer data representing African populations will be an important 
driver of progress[10]. There is promise in the establishment of cancer registries such as local and national 
enterprises (for example, a cancer registry in Nigeria[11]) and the wider African Cancer Registry Network, 
which had grown to represent 25 countries by 2020[12,13]. However, progress has been slow, and thwarted by 
a lack of investment and infrastructure (with particular challenges for rural regions). Gaps in data are 
substantial: only a minority of the population of sSA is covered by accurate death registration systems 
(estimated as 0.25% of the population in 2005[14] and 10% by 2015[13]), and only 11 countries have a national 
cancer control plan[15]. The scale-up of biobanks and cancer registries will lead to enhanced data to underpin 
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Figure 1. Challenges and opportunities for the elimination of hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in Africa. 
Figure created using Biorender.com with license to publish. PMTCT: Prevention of mother to child transmission.

risk assessment, inform clinical practice, and drive appropriate research in different population settings, 
ultimately underpinning policy and resource allocation. This requires significant investment in human 
resources and infrastructure.

In sSA, stigma and discrimination are substantial challenges for HBV, compounded by poor education and 
awareness, and lack of role models[16,17]; there is an urgent need to enhance knowledge and to promote the 
patient voice[18]. Mobilising civil society is also key to increasing awareness and advocacy, and improving 
participation in research with a patient-centric focus. Raising the profile of HBV infection and its associated 
complications will help tackle political inertia in combating it, increasing advocacy to harness the required 
resources, and building and sustaining interventions.

The Covid-19 pandemic (caused by SARS-CoV-2) has amplified many challenges that are pertinent to HBV 
control, including HBV vaccination, disrupting existing healthcare infrastructure, diverting and depleting 
resources, and highlighting striking inequities in vaccine distribution and roll out[19]. However, as 
accelerated efforts to combat the pandemic drive establishment of vaccine production plants in Africa, there 
is also much to be gained from innovation, infrastructure and investment[20]. African initiatives to address 
SARS-CoV-2 have demonstrated the opportunities, reach and impact of locally driven enterprise[21], and the 
continent must continue to build on this success and momentum. The pace of progress to tackle Covid-19 
raises questions as to why this field has been so neglected to date, and why the modest funding for birth 
dose HBV vaccination has not been made consistently available. HBV has always been overshadowed by the 
infection “blockbusters” AIDS, TB, malaria, and now Covid-19.
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The pandemic highlights how Africa’s challenges can only be addressed through a combination of efforts at 
local and regional levels, together with sustained investment from the global community, with international 
and intercontinental partnerships to support the deployment of resources and skills and transparent sharing 
of data in the public domain. The establishment of the African CDC, launched in January 2017, is an 
important step[22]. Decolonisation of global health is a priority for Africa, which has long suffered “parachute 
research” whereby clinical and research teams from high-income countries form superficial or temporary 
relationships with their counterparts in low/middle-income settings to access samples and data[23,24]. Formal 
pathways to equitable collaboration are being established[25], but much work is still needed in this domain.

Building sustainable progress to tackle the burden of HBV and HCC requires a concerted effort to sensitise 
policy and decision makers to the challenges faced in sSA. There is increasing awareness and despite major 
challenges remaining on the road to elimination[26], there are many opportunities for intervention [Figure 1] 
through enhanced local action, international partnerships, and investment in education, clinical services, 
basic and translational research and public health practice to accelerate progress towards elimination 
targets.
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